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T

he attitude that, “it is not cruel to inflict
on a few criminals, sufferings which
may benefit multitudes of innocent
people through all centuries,” has prevailed
in the area of research involving prisoners
through history.1 The very nature of incarceration
– controlled diet and living conditions, subject
availability, etc. – make prisoners an attractive
population to study. There are, however, special
considerations when prisoners participate in
research that must be addressed to ensure their
protection as human subjects. This brief will
explore some of the issues critical to working
with prisoners in research, will discuss the
standards of informed consent and competency,
especially as they relate to persons with
mental illness, and will provide suggestions to
researchers for conducting ethical and cogent
research with prisoners. For the purposes of
this Brief, the term prisoner encompasses
all individuals detained in penal institutions
and in other facilities by virtue of statutes or
commitment procedures, e.g., to a psychiatric
hospital, which provide alternatives to criminal
prosecution or incarceration.
Concerns when Prisoners are Subjects
of Research
In 1975, the National Prison Project of the
American Civil Liberties Union found that 85%
of the total subjects first tested to demonstrate
the safety of new drugs were prisoners.2 This
finding led the National Commission for the
Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical
and Behavioral Research to issue the Belmont
Report, which contained regulations significantly
limiting prisoner involvement in research.3
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The Belmont Report identified three basic
ethical principles critical to any research conducted
with human subjects and, in particular, prisoners:
respect for persons, beneficence and justice.
Respect for persons holds that each individual is
autonomous and should be treated as free to make
his or her own choices. The nature of prison,
however, leads to restrictions on autonomy. For
example, while paying subjects to participate
in research is considered ethically acceptable,
prisoners may be unduly influenced or enticed
by the monetary gain of participation given that
prisoners typically earn far less for other “work”
activities. Careful consideration should be given
to an individual’s ability to make autonomous
decisions in light of the possible coercion inherent
in a specific environment or setting. By the same
token, paying prisoners less money to participate
than non-prisoners can be viewed as exploitive. It
is important to remember payment should not be
viewed as a benefit, but rather as compensation for
participation.4
Beneficence requires that any potential risks of
harm in a study are balanced against any benefits
that may be gained. For example, a study of the
origins of violence may expose an individual to
risk, e.g., further prosecution, particularly if the
violence constitutes an unreported crime. In this
example, researchers may need to consider
methods that reduce such risks to confidentiality,
e.g., can the same results be obtained by asking
less sensitive questions? “The problem posed…is
to decide when it is justifiable to seek certain
benefits despite the risks involved, and when
the benefits should be foregone because of the
risks.”5
Justice involves the fairness of the distribution
of the risk and benefit of study participation. The
participant selection process for a study should
include consideration of whether the benefit of the
study will positively impact the population being
studied, or whether participants are selected just

for the researcher’s convenience. If the latter, the research
reflects an unjust distribution of risk and benefit.6

● the risks involved in the research are commensurate with
risks that would be accepted by non-prisoners;

Informed Consent and Competency
To ensure that human subject participation is voluntary,
consent by the participant must be informed, i.e., freely
given in a knowing, intelligent and voluntary manner.7
Competency is a person being able to evidence a choice,
have a factual understanding of the nature of the issue
being considered, exhibit an ability to rationally manipulate the information provided, and demonstrate an appreciation of the nature of the situation and its import to the
person making the choice.7 Researchers are urged to look
to the laws of their particular jurisdiction before proceeding to accept someone’s consent as being competent and
therefore informed.

● the procedures for selecting subjects are fair and immune
from arbitrary intervention by prison authorities or other
prisoners. For example, parole boards should not take a
prisoner’s participation in a research study into account when
making parole decisions and researchers should make sure
study participants truly understand this; and

Informed Consent and Competency for Persons
with Mental Illness
The National Mental Health Association’s current policy
regarding mental health treatment in correctional facilities
states that, “Under no circumstances should prisoners be
the subjects for medical research without proper ethical
review and informed consent.”8 Persons with psychiatric
disorders, however, may lack the capacity to understand
what interviewers are asking them to do or to make reasoned
decisions about participation.9 There are no specific
additional regulations pertaining to using prisoners with
mental illness as human subjects even though the presence
of mental illness can complicate the determination of a
person’s competency to give his or her informed consent.9
Given the high number of prisoners experiencing mental
illness (estimates of over 283,000 inmates in U.S. state
and federal prisons),10 this is an important concern for any
researcher working with the prison population.
Considerations for Researchers and IRBs
Researchers and Institutional Review Boards (IRBs)
have additional responsibilities when reviewing research
involving prisoners, especially prisoners with mental
illness, where they must consider whether:
● the research on cognitively disabled persons as
subjects (e.g., prisoners with mental illness) bears some
relationship to their situation (e.g., a study on how prison
life impacts prisoners with mental illness);
● the advantages to prisoners from participation in the
research study impair the ability to freely choose to
participate (e.g., a prisoner may agree to participate in a
study because it pays well, ignoring the risks of the study).
Does the study provide sufficient informed consent
protocols to make sure the participant fully understands
the risks?;11

● there should be full disclosure to research subjects.
Ideally, the basis for assessing participant consent should
involve full disclosure of the procedure about to be undertaken. A person can only weigh the risks and benefits of a
procedure if he or she has been fully apprised of each. While
recognizing that there may be instances where full disclosure
could invalidate the purpose of a study (e.g., participants
knowing whether they are taking an experimental medication
or a placebo), it is important to determine whether full disclosure is being avoided because it is truly necessary or because
it inconveniences the investigator.
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